MAJOR EVENTS AND EXHIBITIONS
GROUP HEAD EVENT OPERATIONAL SERVICES
(Senior Event Operations, Logistics, Facilities and Support Services Management)
x

Outstanding opportunity for a highly experienced Event/Exhibition operations, logistics,
facilities and services professional seeking the challenge of multi-functional and multi-event
operational management of major events.

x

Senior leadership role reporting to CEO - based at Avalon Airport, Geelong Victoria.

AMDA Foundation Limited is an Australian not-for-profit corporation established to promote the
development of aviation and Australia’s industrial, manufacturing and information/communications
technology resources in the fields of aviation, aerospace, maritime, defence and security. It achieves
these goals by delivering world-class air shows, international industry expositions, major
conferences, forums and public events - as well as STEM & Careers promotional programs, plus
platforms (physical and virtual) for industry engagement, business development, technological
innovation and export promotion.
Among AMDA’s “cornerstone” events are the biennial Australian International Air Show and
Aerospace & Defence Exposition at Avalon, the Indo Pacific International Maritime Exposition in
Sydney, the Land Forces Exposition in Brisbane and the Rotortech Helicopter and Unmanned Flight
Exposition. Each comprises substantial industry and technology exhibitions, conferences, forums and
hospitality functions, while the Air Show also incorporates a large public air and ground spectacular.
A “hallmark” major event, the high-profile Australian International Air Show and Aerospace &
Defence Exposition is AMDA’s signature presentation and internationally recognised as one of the
world’s great air shows. Uniquely multi-faceted (both public and industry), it is one of the largest and
most complex major events regularly held in Australia. Conducted over six days (after many months
of site preparation and construction), it requires the installation of an extensive range of temporary
structures, facilities and services, and it involves close coordination with a broad suite of contractors,
suppliers, policing and emergency services, traffic and transport agencies, regulatory authorities and
other supporting operational stakeholders.
In anticipation of the retirement from the role by the long-serving present incumbent, applicants are
sought for a senior leadership position, responsible for the management of event operational
services across AMDA’s suite of major public and industry events (except with respect to aviation
operations and aeronautical services).
The role requires extensive senior management experience in the operational coordination of major
events (or with associated event-industry suppliers or service-providers). Proven projectmanagement, budgetary-control, team-leadership and people-skills are essential - plus commitment
and values consistent with a dynamic and purpose-driven, not-for-profit organisation.

Expressions of interest in strict confidence initially to grouphead@amda.com.au

